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Abstract
Social networking sites are popular medium to share opinion on various topics. Twitter is one of the social networking site used for tweet
posting. Sentiment classification deal with finding the polarity of these tweets as positive, negative or neutral. This analysis can be useful
in decision support in different ways. The aim of this paper is to discuss various machine learning algorithm for twitter sentiment classification, compare their results on the basis of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-Score. A real time data set for training and testing is created
after extraction and cleaning of tweets on “Clean India Mission or Swachh Bharat Abhiyan”. “Clean India Mission” is a campaign by
government of India to clean the country. This paper also compares machine learning algorithms with Bagging, Boosting and Random
Forest ensemble approaches.
Keywords: SVM; Maxent; RF; Naïve Bayes; Clean India Mission; Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.

1. Introduction
Twitter is one of the social networking sites where people post their
views about various topics in a precise way. This large set of information after proper analysis can be used in different areas like in
Business, Recommender system, Advertisement, Politics and many
more.
Twitter sentiment analysis is the process of detecting the contextual
polarity of twitter posts. In other words, it determines whether a
tweet of writing is positive, negative or neutral. Sentiment analysis
is used to discover how people feel about a particular topic. Tweets
are precise in length of maximum 140 characters and generally people do not change their opinion in singe tweet, so analysis can be
very accurate and useful. Use of acronyms, emoticons, hash tags
makes it little trickier. Words are frequently misspelled that effect
the feature set. Sentiment analysis can be done at word level, sentence level, document level or feature level. But as the length of
tweet is limited so word level is appropriate for tweet sentiment
analysis.
Various approaches like Lexicon based, Machine learning and Ensemble approach [1, 3] are implemented for tweet sentiment classification. In lexicon based approach [3] predefined polarity dictionary like WordNet and SeniwordNet are used to find the polarity of
features used in tweets. Average polarity score of tweet is calculated. Average polarity score above a threshold value decide positive polarity and below threshold value denotes negative polarity of
tweet. This approach is very simple but due to common dictionary
this is not very accurate. The second approach is machine learning
approach [1], [4], [5] which use training data to train model using
algorithms like SVM, Naïve Bayes, Decision tree and Maximum
entropy classifier. Model is tested on testing data for accuracy
check. This approach perform better than lexicon approach. The
third approach is an ensemble approach [2], [3], [6] to enhance the
accuracy of model. Bagging, Boosting, Random Forest are few ensemble based approaches used and give good results. Lexicon based

approach can also be ensemble with machine learning approach to
increase classification accuracy.
In machine learning approach three different approaches Supervised, Semi-supervise and unsupervised are followed. SVM [1, 8],
Naïve Bayes [1], Maximum entropy comes under supervised approaches. There approaches highly depend upon good quality domain specific training set. If training set is not appropriate then results are not up to the mark. If trained properly these algorithms
provide good results. Semi-supervise approach only require partially labeled data. Transductive and Inductive two kind of learning
are applied in this approach. Self-Organizing Maps, K-Means are
unsupervised approaches and does not require training set. There
approaches are appropriate to apply in case unavailability or higher
cost of getting training data.
Choice of feature generation technique [6] and number of feature
selected highly effect the accuracy of model used. So feature generation and feature selection techniques are very important while
finding high accuracy classification model. Chi Squared (CS), GiniIndex (GI), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic, Mutual Information (MI), Probability Ratio (PR) are few of the commonly used
feature selection methods.
The present paper discuss about various machine learning approaches for sentiment classification like SVM, Naïve Bayes, Decision tree, and Maximum entropy classifiers. All these algorithm
are simulated for real time “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan” data tweets.
‘Clean India Mission’ is campaign by government of India that aims
to clean up every village and town of India. Common people are
attached to the mission and have their opinion on success or failure
of mission. In present paper 5000 tweets related to “swachh Bharat
Abhiyan” are collected and Preprocessed for opinion mining. After
preprocessing, cleaning, Removal of duplicates and Removal of retweets, two corpus having 527 and 1008 tweets are created. Also
ensemble approaches Bagging, Boosting, Random Forest are tested
for same set of data to analyze the classification accuracy.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, the introduction to
twitter sentiment analysis and different approaches to twitter sentiment analysis is given. In section 2, related work is surveyed and
summarized. Section 3 explains the machine learning approach for
twitter data classification. In section 4, tweets preprocessing and
cleaning of data is explained. Section 5, mention the details of real
time corpus used in implementation. In Section 6, results of the implementation are presented and compared. Section [7], give conclusion and insight to further scope.

2. Related work
The increase in people interest in social networks has made sentiment analysis a popular research area. Several researchers have
done lots of work in different areas of twitter sentiment classification to improve the result of classification in terms of accuracy and
efficiency. Machine learning approach is an important method of
sentiment classification and explored by several researchers.
Bac Le et al. [1] proposes a model based on Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. Information Gain, Bigram, Object-oriented
extraction methods are used for feature selection. This model
proved to be highly effective and accurate on the analysis of feelings.
Prusa et al. [2] worked on two popular ensemble techniques bagging and boosting. Both bagging and boosting are tested using
seven different base learners. Additionally performance of ensemble techniques by using each of the base learners is compared with
no ensemble technique. The resulting 21 learning algorithms are
trained and tested on two datasets, a large automatically labeled
lower quality dataset and a small manually labeled high quality dataset. The research shows that ensemble learners perform better for
data base of every quality.
Abinash Tripathy [4] implemented four machine learning algorithms SVM, Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) on IMDb data set for sentiment classification.
Precision, recall, f-measure, and accuracy are used to analyze their
performance. These classification models are implemented on unigram, bigram and n-gram features and it is observed that if value of
n is increased in n-gram after 2 than accuracy is decreased rather
than increasing. For unigram and bigram accuracy is good but for
trigram, four-gram, ﬁve-gram accuracy is decreased. Also the use
of TF- IDF and Count Vectorizer techniques for converting the text
into matrix of numbers improve the accuracy of classification.
Agarwal et al. [7] selected different features as unigrams, bigrams,
n grams, has tags and performed comparative analysis of their results. By varying the number of features used and different feature
selection techniques like information gain, chi-square they show the
variation in classification accuracy.
Munir Ahmad [8] implemented Support Vector Machine (SVM) on
two pre-classified data sets of tweets for textual polarity detection.
Precision, Recall and F-Measure are used for comparative analysis.
The result show that performance of SVM depend on dataset. So it
can be an area of research that what kind of classification algorithm
is good for which kind of data set and what is the reason for that.
Bholane Savita Dattu [9] implemented SVM and Naive Bayes real
time downloaded tweets. They pointed out in their research that
SVM gives best results than Naive Bayes algorithm in case of text
categorization. Also Naive Bayes classifier is insensitive to unbalanced data which give more accurate results.
Nádia et al. [10] proposed a semi supervised approach to solve the
problem of cost of getting supervised data. Similarity matrix which
is a powerful knowledge-discovery tool to get information from unlabeled data is constructed from raw classless data. This unsupervised information captured from similarity matrix is used with a
classifier for sentiment classification. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed framework can improve the accuracy of
tweet sentiment analysis for unlabeled data.
Patil [11] stated that SVM eliminated the need of feature selection
due to the ability to generalize high dimension feature space.
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Pak and Paroubek [12] proposed a model to classify the tweets as
positive, negative and neutral using multinomial Naive Bayes classification model by using features N-gram and POS-tags. They collected real time tweets using twitter API and classify these tweets
automatically using emoticons. The training set used was only
based on tweets having emoticons.
Subbulakshmi et al. [13] implemented Bootstrap Ensemble approach using with and without equal voting on corpus Sentiment140’s. BOG method was used for feature selection. Yun Wan
et al. [26] implemented ensemble approach on airline data using 10
fold cross validation. In this research, an ensemble of Naïve Bayes,
Decision Tree 4.5, and SVM is implemented using Majority Vote
principle.
In most of the research different machine learning algorithm like
Naïve Bayes, SVM, Maximum Entropy, KNN are implemented.
Some are implemented on unigram feature vector other on bigram
or n-gram. Different feature selection techniques are used. Some of
the research are implemented on predefined corpus and other use
real time classifies data for their research. Three different machine
learning approach supervised, unsupervised and semi supervised
are followed. Here in this paper we are following supervised approach as we are using properly labeled data.

3. Machine learning approach
In supervised machine learning approach [1, 3, 5] the main task is
to train the classifier. Classifier need training examples which can
be labeled manually or obtained from online sources. Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, Maximum Entropy Algorithm, AdaBoost, Regression method (Logistic Regression LR), J48, Simple CART, Random Tree are some commonly
used machine learning based classifiers. To implement machine
learning approach first classifier algorithm is selected. Number of
features and feature selection technique is decided. Next the classifier is trained with labeled training data. Then the model is tested
on labeled testing data set for accuracy. It is observed that machine
learning approach performs better than lexicon based approach.
After getting data it is very important to preprocess and clean the
data to get appropriate feature set. Unprocessed data always provide
undermined results as compared to clean data due to lots of useless
features. Feature selection highly effect the result of classification
accuracy. Number of feature selected also effect the result. Increasing number of features after a limit does not increase the classification accuracy.

Fig. 1: Machine Learning Based Twitter Data Sentiment Classification.
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4. Tweet preprocessing
Downloaded real time tweets contains lots of noise like URL’s,
Hashtags, Stop words, punctuation and irrelevant content that need
to be removed before further processing to get better results [7,8] .
Lots of other information is also downloaded with tweets like account holder name, longitude, latitude, Retweet or not, tweet id,
date etc. Preprocessing of content is required to make the tweets
suitable for sentiment analysis.
Some basic steps in preprocessing are mentioned as:
• Removal of re-tweets: It is very important as same tweets are
re-tweeted multiple time. It is useful to include tweet just
once.
• Tokenization: Tokenization is a process of creating a BOG
from tweets. Unigram, Bigram or N-gram can be used as feature for sentiment classification. Here in this research unigram approach is followed.
• Twitter feature removal: User names and URLs, date, Longitude, Latitude are not important from the perspective of sentiment analysis, hence their presence is futile. All these features can be removed while preprocessing data.
• Special character and digit removal: Digits and special characters do not convey any sentiment. Sometimes they are
mixed with words; hence, their removal can help in associating two words that were otherwise considered different.
• Stemming: Stemming is a procedure of replacing words with
their roots like replacing “going” with “go”. This helps in reducing the dimensionality of the feature set.
• Stop-words removal: Stop words like “the”, “is”, “at”,
“which”, “on”, “and”, “or”, “still” that do not affect the
meaning of the tweet are removed tom increase efficiency of
classification.
• Negations handling: Negation revert the sentiment of the
tweet by using words like “no”, “not”, “don’t” etc.. The simplest approach to handle negation is to revert the polarity of
all words that are found between the negation and the first
punctuation mark following it.
• But-clauses: The phrases like “but”, “except that”, “except
for” generally change the polarity of the part of the sentence
following them. In order to handle these clauses the polarity
of the text before and after these phrases should be set opposite to each other.
• Converting upper case to lower case: It is better to convert all
tweets in same case. This will further help to reduce the dimensionality of feature set.

6. Implementation and result
Machine learning based classification is implemented using different models as SVM, Naïve Bayes, Maximum entropy and Decision
Tree. Ensemble techniques as Bagging, Boosting and Random Forest are also implemented on same set of training and testing data.
Table 2 below show precision, Recall and F-Score of different classification model in corpus 1. Results show that in machine learning
classifiers SVM performs best from others. Naïve Bayes does not
perform well due to class imbalance problem and common set of
features for different classes. Ensemble classifier perform better as
compared to other machine learning classifier other than SVM.
Table 2: Precision Recall and F-Score on Corpus-1
Classification
Precision
Recall
F-Score
Method
Machine Learning Classifiers
SVM
.81
.85
.83
Naïve Bayes
.49
.38
.49
MAXENT
.70
.85
.77
TREE
.70
.72
.71
Ensemble Classifiers
RF
.73
.89
.80
Boosting
.68
.87
.76
Bagging
.70
.86
.68

Fig-2, Fig-3 and Fig-4 shows comparative analysis for classification models based on Precision, Recall and F-Score for Corpus-1.

Precision

F-Score, Accuracy, Recall and Precision are used as for analysis of
classification.

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Classification Models
Fig. 2: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models based on Precision
for Corpus-1.

Recall ( Corpus-1 )

Real time tweets related to keywords “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan or
“Clean India Mission” are downloaded. Twitter allows 1% percent
of data to be downloaded for research purpose. After preprocessing,
cleaning, removal of duplicates and retweets, Corpus-1 having
training and testing data set of 592 tweets is created. Another Corpus-2 having training and testing data set of 1008 tweets is created.
Table 1 show the details of data set used for analysis. Classification
is done on both the data set for comparative analysis.
Table 1: Data Set Description
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan Corpus-1 - 527
Training Data - 271
Testing Data - 256
Positive
151
Positive
Negative
120
Negative
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan Corpus-2 - 1008
Training Data - 608
Testing Data - 400
Positive
300
Positive
Negative
308
Negative

136
120

200
200

Recall

5. Data set
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Classification Models

Fig. 3: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models Based on Recall for
Corpus-1.
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Accuracy (Corpus 1)
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F-Score ( Corpus-1 )
1.2
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0

Classification Models
3 Fold

Fig. 4: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models based on F-Score
for Corpus-1.

The models are tested for 3 fold, 5 fold and 10 fold cross validation.
The table 3 show the comparison of all algorithms on basis of their
accuracy for 3 fold, 5 fold and 10 fold cross validation. In most of
the cases as value of n is increased in n-fold, results are improved.
10 fold cross validation show better results than others.
Table 3: Accuracy for different Cross Validation on ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ on Corpus-1
Classification
Accuracy
Method
3 fold cross
5 fold cross
10 fold cross
validation
validation
validation
Machine Learning Classifiers
SVM
0.817679
0.858695
0.92
Naïve Bayes
0.460937
0.543478
0..5632
MAXENT
0.824120
0.892156
0.9
TREE
0.744186
0.776595
0.745454
Ensemble Classifiers
RF
0.844444
0.788461
0.884615
Boosting
0.897590
0.892857
0.965517
Bagging
0.753246
0.792452
0.866666

The above results show that SVM, Maximum entropy and Boosting
show the best results as compared to other algorithms. Bagging and
Boosting show remarkable increase inaccuracy if number of folds
are increased. These results are for real time data set and may vary
from standard corpus.
Fig. 5 show the comparative analysis of Machine learning and ensemble classifier based on Accuracy for corpus-1. [10] fold cross
validation show better results as compared to [3] fold and [5] fold
cross validation.

10 Fold

Fig. 5: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models based on Accuracy
for Corpus-1.

The same set of algorithms is implemented on corpus-2 and results
are compared if any change in performance with increase in number
of training data. Results are improved with large set of training data.
Table 4: Precision Recall and F-Score on Corpus-2
Classification
Precision
Recall
F-Score
Method
Machine Learning Classifiers
SVM
0.885
0.885
0.885
Naïve Bayes
0.46
0.44
0.4497
MAXENT
0.865
0.860
0.860
TREE
0.760
0.760
0.755
Ensemble Classifiers
RF
0.880
0.875
0.875
Boosting
0.845
0.840
0.840
Bagging
0.830
0.830
0.830

Table 4 show the results of comparative analysis based on Precision, Recall and F-Score for corpus-2.

Precision ( Corpus-2 )

Precision

Classification Models

5 Fold

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Classification Models
Fig. 6: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models Based on Precision
for Corpus-2.
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The models are again tested for corpus-2 for 3 fold, 5 fold and 10
fold cross validation. Table 5 Show the comparison of all algorithms for corpus-2. These results show in increase in accuracy of
results.
Fig. 9 show the comparative analysis of Machine learning and ensemble classifier based on Accuracy for corpus-2.

0.7

Accuracy (Corpus-2)
1.2

0.5
0.4

1

0.3
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0.6
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Classification Models
3 Fold
Fig. 7: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models Based on Recall for
Corpus-2.

F-Score

F-Score ( Corpus-2 )
1
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0

5 Fold

10 Fold

Classification Models

Fig. 9: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models Based on Accuracy
for Corpus-2.

The results show that ensemble approaches perform better than machine learning approaches. Performance is increased with increase
in number of folds and size of training data. Naïve Bayes performance is worst as compared to other algorithms. In machine learning SVM and Maximum entropy performs very well.

7. Conclusion

Classification Models
Fig. 8: Comparative Analysis for Classification Models Based on F-Score
for Corpus-2.

Fig-6, Fig-7 and Fig-8 shows comparative analysis for classification models based on Precision, Recall and F-Score for Corpus-2.
Table 5: Accuracy for different Cross Validation on ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ on Corpus-2
Classification
Accuracy
Method
3 fold cross
5 fold cross
10 fold cross
validation
validation
validation
Machine Learning Classifiers
SVM
0.896656
0.898395
0.871287
Naïve Bayes
0.44
0.4783
0.4652
MAXENT
0.912676
0.9162304
0.93
TREE
0.722713
0.740566
0.726495
Ensemble Classifiers
RF
0.847761
0.831683
0.873786
Boosting
0.914373
0.972973
0.952381
Bagging
0.815047
0.821256
0.828571

This paper presents sentiment analysis on real time twitter data.
Sentiment analysis of twitter is very important as can be helpful in
decision support in various areas. Real time tweets are downloaded,
preprocessed and two data set of size 527 and 1008 are created. Machine learning algorithms SVM, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree and
Maximum Entropy are implemented on both data sets. In Machine
learning approaches SVM Performs better as compared to others.
Naïve Bayes does not perform well due to lack of independence of
the explanatory feature variables or due to large set of common features in testing and training data. Also decision tree performance
was poor in all cases as compared to other algorithms. Ensemble
techniques Boosting, Bagging and Random Forest performed better
than machine learning approaches. Random Forest give best results.
In general results are improves as value of n is increased in n-fold
cross validation. Also with increase in size of training data results
are improved. In this paper unigram features are used. In further
approach n-gram features can be used to increase result accuracy. It
is observe that lots of tweets related to ‘Clean India Mission or
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ does not hold any contextual polarity, so
better to include neutral class. The paper proposes an ensemble
technique based on lexicon based approach and machine learning
approaches. Sentiment score of features retrieved from lexicon approach can be treated as a feature in machine learning approaches.
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